
 

 

  

5.3.2 PRESENCE OF AN ACTIVE STUDENT COUNCIL & 

REPRESENTATION OF STUDENTS ON ACADEMIC & 

ADMINISTRATIVE BODIES/COMMITTEES OF THE INSTITUTION 

 

S.No. Description 
Page 

Numbers 

Link to the 

relevant 

documents 

1 
CLASS COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

(SAMPLE COPY) 
2 - 4 View  

2 ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE 5 - 7 View  

3 SPORTS COMMITTEE 8  View  

4 
INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL 

(IQAC): 
9 - 20 

View  

5 DIGITAL NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE  21-41 View  

6 
ENGLISH LITERARY ASSOCIATION (ATRIUM), 

ROTRACT AND YOUTH RED CROSS 
42-45 

View  

7 GRIVIENCE REDRESSAL COMMITTEE: 46-49 View  

8 NATIONAL CADET CORPS (NCC) 50-51 View  
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EDUCATION IN TIMES OF PANDEMIC
The state governments across the country, has shut down

schools and colleges temporarily as a measure to contain

the spread of the novel coronavirus. It’s close to a couple

of month and there is no certainty when they will reopen.

This is a crucial time for the education sector—board

examinations, nursery school admissions, entrance tests of

various universities and competitive examinations, among

others, are all held during this period.

As the days pass by with no immediate solution to stop

the outbreak of Covid-19, school and university closures

will not only have a short-term impact on the continuity of

learning for more than 285 million young learners in India

but also engender far-reaching economic and societal

consequences.

The structure of schooling and learning, including

teaching and assessment methodologies, was the first to

be affected by these closures. Only a handful of private

schools could adopt online teaching methods. Their low-

income private and government school counterparts, on

the other hand, have completely shut down for not having

access to e-learning solutions. The students, in addition

to the missed opportunities for learning, no longer have

access to healthy meals during this time and are subject to

economic and social stress.

The pandemic has significantly disrupted the higher

education sector as well, which is a critical determinant of

a country’s economic future. A large number of Indian

students—second only to China—enroll in universities

abroad, especially in countries worst affected by the

pandemic, the US, UK, Australia and China. Many such

students have now been barred from leaving these

countries. If the situation persists, in the long run, a

decline in the demand for international higher education is

expected.

The bigger concern, however, on everybody’s mind is the

effect of the disease on the employment rate. Recent

graduates in India are fearing withdrawal of job offers

from corporates because of the current situation.

The Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy’s estimates on

unemployment shot up from 8.4% in mid-March to 23% in

early April and the urban unemployment rate to 30.9%.

Needless to say, the pandemic has transformed the

centuries-old, chalk–talk teaching model to one driven

by technology. This disruption in the delivery of

education is pushing policymakers to figure out how to

drive engagement at scale while ensuring inclusive e-

learning solutions and tackling the digital divide.

A multi-pronged strategy is necessary to manage the

crisis and build a resilient Indian education system in the

long term.

1. Immediate measures are essential to ensure

continuity of learning in government schools,

and universities. Open-source

digital learning solutions and

Learning Management

Software should be adopted so

teachers can conduct teaching

online. The DHIKSHA

Platform, with reach across all states in India, can be

further strengthened to ensure accessibility of learning to

the students.

2. Inclusive learning solutions, especially for the most

vulnerable and marginalized, need to be developed.

With a rapid increase of mobile internet users in

India, which is expected to reach 85% households

by 2024, technology is enabling ubiquitous access

and personalization of education even in the

remotest parts of the country. This can change the

schooling system and increase the effectiveness of

learning and teaching, giving students and teachers

multiple options to choose from. Many aspirational

districts have initiated innovative, mobile-based

learning models for effective delivery of education,

which can be adopted by others.

3. Strategies, required to prepare the higher education

sector for the demand–supply across the globe

particularly to the global mobility of students and

faculty and improving the quality of higher studies

in India. Immediate measures are required to

mitigate the effects of the pandemic on job offers,

internship programs, and research projects.

Go to INDEX
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4. It is also important to reconsider the current delivery

and pedagogical methods in school and higher

education by seamlessly integrating classroom

learning with e-learning modes to build a unified

learning system. The major challenge

in EDTech reforms at the national level is the

seamless integration of technology in the present

Indian education system, which is the most diverse

and largest in the world with more than 15 lakh

schools and 50,000 higher education institutions.

Further, it is also important to establish quality

assurance mechanisms and quality benchmark for

online learning developed and offered by India HEIs

as well as e-learning platforms (growing rapidly).

Many e-learning players offer multiple courses on

the same subjects with different levels of

certifications, methodology and assessment

parameters. So, the quality of courses may differ

across different e-learning platforms.

5. Indian traditional knowledge is well known across

the globe for its scientific innovations, values, and

benefits to develop sustainable technologies and

medicines. The courses on Indian traditional

knowledge systems in the fields of yoga, Indian

medicines, architecture, hydraulics, ethnobotany,

metallurgy and agriculture should be integrated with

a present-day mainstream university education to

serve the larger cause of humanity.

In this time of crisis, a well-rounded and effective

educational practice is what is needed for the

capacity-building of young minds. It will develop

skills that will drive their employability,

productivity, health, and well-being in the decades

to come, and ensure the overall progress of India.

How can students utilize their time during

lockdown?

✓ Study ahead: It would be very beneficial for students

to get in touch with either their professors or seniors

in college to acclimatize with the topics that are going

to be covered or get any idea about what books to

refer. Getting a start ahead on the studies will not

only help them in keeping up with their curriculum

but will also free up some time for students to make

some new friends or do some extracurricular

activities.

✓ Enroll into online courses: Students don’t always

have to be physically present in an educational

institution to learn something. They can also take

up courses from the comfort of

their home. Many institutions

in India and abroad provide

courses, tutorials and videos

for a wide range of subjects

online. Students can use this

time to take up online courses.

Students can use this time to take up online courses and

enhance the existing knowledge.

✓ Learn a new language: This is a skill that students

can add to your CV as well. It can even open up new

avenues in your career later on. Learning a new

language has multiple benefits and is a fun

experience. It needs focus and dedication as well.

There are many websites and apps that offer language

courses. Some of them even offer a certificate after

you complete the course.

✓ Learn a new skill: Students can take this time to

learn a new set of skills which will prepare them for

not only the jobs they have ahead but will also help

improve your resume and wider acceptability. There

are a plethora of online courses which can be easily

attended even in these difficult times. Students can

choose to learn to code, to SEO/Google Analytics,

personal finance planning, creative writing, and so

much more.

✓ Prepare for standardized tests: As we have ample

time at home, students should prepare for the

entrance exams. Prepare with the help of mock tests,

or quiz templates to familiarize with these tests.

Surendar Kumar V,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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The COVID-19, a global pandemic that caused more than 350,672 deaths and infected more than 5 million people worldwide, make us

rethink how governments, organizations, and societies around the world can work with minimum or without physical contact. Today, the

frontline warriors and heroes of the nation are doctors, medical staff, local police, and private security guards and refuse collectors.

Technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, GIS and Mapping, Location Technology and autonomous machines are playing a

growing role in responding to COVID-19 pandemic. However, in this war against this invisible enemy, DRONES play a key role by

helping authorities and people in different ways to prevent further spread of the coronavirus outbreak. Let’s look at how drones are being

used effectively to combat COVID-19.

Due to this COVID -19, most countries took

measures like the closure of non-essential public

places, ban of mass gatherings and ensuring a

social distancing to limit physical contact, to

prevent the spread of the virus. However, in

some areas where individuals are not complying

with the restrictions knowingly or unknowingly.

The introduction of drones at this time of crisis

is reducing the risk of getting infected. The

Police officials and other staff use drone which

enables monitoring vast swathe of area without

physical engagement.

Surveillance Broadcasting

In addition to surveillance, Drones equipped with

loudspeakers are used by the authorities to

broadcast messages includes making public

announcements to keep people indoors, take

necessary precautions, make social-distancing, wear

a mask if stepping outside from home and also the

information about lockdown measures, especially

an in rural area that lacks open communication

channels for health information.

Disinfectant spraying

To disinfect public spaces and prevent the further

spread of COVID-19, health authorities are

deploying agriculture spray drones to carry out tasks

like spraying disinfectant in potentially affected

areas. These spraying drones are filled with

disinfectants and can cover much more ground in

less time and 50 times faster than traditional

methods. These drones are easy to operate,

inexpensive and can be quickly mobilized, in

addition to reducing the risk of health and

sanitation workers getting exposed to both the virus

and the disinfectant.

Medicine & grocery 
deliveries

Due to this COVID-19 Doctors and hospitals

need medical supplies and laboratory testing

more than ever, and drones are the safest and

fastest ways to deliver medical supplies and

transport samples from hospitals to laboratories.

In Wuhan, the epicenter of the pandemic, a

drone is used to deliver medical supplies in the

hospital. This technology not only speeds up

delivery of essential medical supplies and

samples but also reduces the risk of exposure to

medical staff and making a major difference in

efforts to combat the disease.

During the peak of the epidemic in China,

authorities were carrying out large-scale remote

temperature measurement in most apartment

complexes through the drones. Since people were

worried of catching the infection, to avoid the face

to face contact, Chinese authorities used drones

equipped with infrared cameras to measure the

temperature of people who was lockdown in their

houses.

Temperature Check

Monitoring

In several countries including China, Germany, and

the United States, empty fields have been converted

into temporary hospitals to ease the pressure on

hospitals that are already functioning at full

capacity. Drones are helping governments in

surveying those areas and build more efficiently and

with minimal human involvement.

Mohamed Rafath R,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.

DRONES Against COVID-19

Click the above image to

watch the most Compact

and Portable Drone, which

is just 249 grams.

DJI Mavic Mini

Flying into the Future:

Drone Technology is a New EYE 

in the SKY

- Robotics Business Review

Go to INDEX
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COVID 19 VS AVIATION SECTOR
According to the World Bank Organization, in

2018, around 4.2 billion passengers were carried

around all across the globe. Factors that were

driving the aviation industry before the COVID-

19 pandemic include increasing disposable

income all across the globe, the introduction of

low-fare airlines, increasing global economic

activities, new travel trends, and many more.

The key factors affecting the aviation industry

after the pandemic include the decline in tours

and travels as a large number of international as

well as domestic flights are getting cancelled all

across the globe to curb the transmission of the

virus. The government all across the globe are

cancelling the visa of foreign people and locking

down affected area which is also one of the major

reasons behind the slowing down of the aviation

industry.

Effect of COVID-19 on the aviation industry can

be observed in each region including North

America, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of the

World. For instance, in the US, since the national

health emergency due to the COVID-19

outbreak, most of the region is on complete

lockdown, which is in turn restricting the

domestic travel in the country. Countries such as

Italy, France, Spain, and India are under complete

lockdown and all kinds of flights are stopped

until further notice.

Key companies of the aviation industry that are

getting affected globally include Qatar Airways,

Emirates, China Eastern Airlines, Lufthansa,

Boeing, Airbus, American Airlines Group Inc.,

and Delta Air Lines. Additionally, the company

has also decided to scale back its operation which

includes cutting flights and removing less

economical aircraft. Qatar Airways grounded all

its ten A380 aircraft until 31 of May 2020, as a

precautionary measure of COVID-19 outbreak.

Moreover, Emirates also halted most of its

passenger operation as a result of the pandemic.

Now, airlines and airport managing companies are

seeking bailout packages from the government.

Airport managing companies in Europe are

expected to incur a loss of $15.4 billion due to

pandemic. It is estimated that airports in Europe

will receive 700 million fewer passengers which

are 28% less as expected earlier.

The latest estimates indicate that the possible

COVID-19 impact on world scheduled passenger

traffic for the full year 2020, compared to

Baseline (business as usual, originally-planned),

would be: – Overall reduction ranging from 32%

to 59% of seats offered by airlines – Overall

reduction of 1,825 to 3,208 million passengers –

Approx. USD 238 to 418 billion potential loss of

gross operating revenues of airlines.

✓ Air passenger traffic: An overall reduction of

air passengers (both international and domestic)

ranging from 35% to 65% in 2020 compared to

2019 (by ICAO).

Go to INDEX
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✓ Airports: An estimated loss of over

50% of passenger traffic and 57% or

over USD 97 billion airport revenues

in 2020 compared to business as usual

(by ACI) .

✓ Tourism: A decline in International Tourism

receipts of between USD 910 to 1170 billion

in 2020,compared to 1.5 trillion generated in

2019, with 96% percentage of the world wide

destinations having travel restrictions (by

UNWTO).

✓ Trade: Fall of Global merchandise trade

volume by between 13% and 32% in 2020

compared to 2019 (by WTO).

✓ Global Economy: A projected 3%

contraction in world GDP in 2020, far worse

than during he 2008-2009 financial crises

(by IMF)

We are just locked, not caged.

Lets hope than to despair

Subeetsha B,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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PIA A320 CRASH LANDED IN MODEL COLONY

PIA(Pakistan International Airlines) plane flying on

board with 91 passengers and 8 of its crew members

from Lahore to Karachi, had a falling headlong in the

model colony near the Jinnah International Airport at

2:30 pm(local time) on 23 May 2020 Friday.

Rescue crews have retrieved “THE BLACK BOX”

from PIA (PK 8303) at the crash site in the southern

Pakistani city of Karachi on Saturday. In the history of

Airbus, this is one such rare cases of A320’s crash. Since

there is a lot of speculations going regarding the crash of

the flight PK 8303 is attributable to a pilot error or a

technical glitch.

This incident came days after Pakistan allowed

commercial flights to resume after the country’s

pandemic lockdown was eased. Problem of grounding of

planes for the 2 long months, will require a test fly

without any passengers on board to ensure that they are

fit enough to ferry travelers. But failed to do so instead

they had a routine inspection of the plane before takeoff.

BUT WHAT’S ABOUT THE REAL

TECHNICAL ISSUE?

The Airbus A 320’s engines had scraped the runway

thrice the pilot’s first attempt to land, causing friction

and sparks. After the third impact, the pilot took the

aircraft off into the air again, which officials found very

strange as the crew in the cockpit did not inform the Air

Traffic Control(ATC) any problem with landing gear.

Since the automated emergency systems within the

aircraft go off in case of any emergency, and the loud

alarms and warnings are impossible to ignore, there

was no indication from the pilot to the ATC that

something was a mess.

When the aircraft scraped the ground on the first failed

attempt at the landing, the engines oil tank and fuel

pump may have been damaged and started to leak,

preventing the pilot from achieving the required thrust

and speed to raise the aircraft to safety.

The pilot made a decision “on his own” to undertake a

“go-around” after he failed to land first time. ATC was

informed that landing gear was not deploying during go

around. Then the pilot was directed to take the aircraft

to 3,000 feet, but he managed only 1,800. And still

tried to 3000 feet.

The failure to achieve the directed height indicates that

the engines were not responding. The aircraft tilted and

crashed suddenly. ”The plane descended too fast,

almost plunged”. This resulted in loss of lives of 97

people on board, luckily 2 of them were alive, and also

created a impact in the residential area in which 11

people were injured. It is too rare to have so many

technical problems at the same time which includes

emergencies, malfunctioning, engine failure or fire.

There are more questions than answers with most

serious being why and how the alarm system inside the

cockpit failed to warn the pilots of an impending

emergency. Real reason behind the crash will take

some time to be zeroed upon.

PAK PLANE CRASH IS A SERIOUS WARNING

FOR WORLD’S AVIATION SECTOR????????

Click the image to see the 

CCTV footage of the PIA 

8303 Crash Landed. 

Click the image to hear 

the Cockpit recording  of 

the PIA 8303 recorded in 

the Black Box.

Sujithra P,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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NEW ERA TO HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT
This is the new generation, a new era in spaceflight

-Gim bridenstine, NASA Administrator

It’s the big milestone for SpaceX as part of NASA’s

Commercial Crew Program. The experimental

initiative tasked private companies with creating new

spacecraft for NASA that are capable of transporting

astronauts to and from the International Space Station.

SpaceX’s contribution to the program is a sleek,

gumdrop-shaped capsule called the Crew Dragon.

While it’s flown a few times before, this is the first

time for the capsule to carry humans to space.

However it will costs $55 million (estimated).

SpaceX spent the last six years getting to this point.

Last year, the company did a full dress rehearsal,

successfully launching the Crew Dragon to the station

without a crew on board. The company also tested the

capsule’s emergency escape system, confirming that

the Crew Dragon can carry people to safety if

something goes wrong during the launch.

As of Airforce’s 45th space wing forecast that the

launch has of 40 percent probability , given weather

consent, which includes rain and thick cloud. With

two and half hours to go, the astronauts Douglas

Hurley (53) and Robert Behnken (49) have strapped

into their seat in crew dragon and began checking that

all systems were good to go. Then with just under two

hours until launch, the hatch to the spacecraft is

closed. SpaceX began its loading the rocket with fuel

35 minutes before launch which will initiate a final

series of processes and checks.

Now, the mission, called Demo-2, lifted off two

NASA astronauts on board, from Pad 39A at the

Kennedy Space Centre in Cape Canaveral, Florida, at

4:33 pm EDT (2033 GMT or 2:03 am IST) on 27 May

2020. Unfortunately the launch was cancelled due to

poor weather at Florida and rescheduled at 12:52am,

on 31st May 2020. The second launch was successful

and the Crew Dragon with those two Astronauts has

successfully docked with the ISS(International Space

Station) and continuing their research works.

Crew Dragon:

It is a human-rated capsule capable of ferrying up to

seven astronauts, and Cargo Dragon, an updated

replacement for the original Dragon spacecraft. Crew

Dragon is equipped with an integrated launch escape

system in a set of four side-mounted thruster pods

with two Super Draco engines each. Crew dragon with

its trunk stands just under 27 feet tall and 13 feet

around. The trunk is the large lower half that covering

solar panels, which can carry cargo. The spacecraft

features redesigned solar arrays and a modified outer

mold line compared to the original Dragon, and

possess new flight computers and avionics.

According to NASA, the specific mission duration

will be determined once on station based on the

readiness of the next commercial crew launch. As of

now, NASA decided to extend Behnken and Hurley’s

stay on board in order to maintain a bigger crew on the

ISS. It seems likely they’ll be up in space for a few

months, though NASA hasn’t decided yet, when the

astronauts will return. The Crew Dragon can only stay

in space for about four months because of its solar

panels. The thin atmosphere in space degrades the

panels over time, limiting the vehicle’s lifetime in

orbit.
Vidya R,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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Mysterious Sound in Bengaluru Airspace 
The loud sound was heard in Bangalore exactly

on Wednesday dated 20.05.2020. People at

Bangalore thought that the unusual sound could

be a thunder or other natural calamities or could

be a sign that is indicating a destruction which is

going to happen later.

Finally it was revealed which puzzled lakhs of

city dwellers, was revealed to have emanated

from an IAF test flight involving a supersonic

profile. The sound effect caused due to such

high-speed flights is known as ‘sonic boom’.

In a statement, the Ministry of Defense's PRO in

Bengaluru said, “The sonic boom was probably

heard while the aircraft was decelerating from

supersonic to subsonic speed between 36,000

and 40000 feet altitude.” It confirmed that the

aircraft belonged to the Aircraft Systems and

Testing Establishment (ASTE) and had flown

in allocated airspace outside city limits.

Explaining the unusual sound heard in the city,

the Training Command headquarters of the

Indian Air Force, said in a separate statement,

“These (test flights) are done well beyond the

city limits in specified sectors. However,

considering the atmospheric conditions and

reduced noise levels in the city during these

times, the aircraft sound may become clearly

audible even if it happened way out from the

city.”

WHAT IS SONIC BOOM ?

Sound travels in the form of waves which are

emitted outwards from its source. In air, the

speed of these waves depends on a number of

factors, such as the temperature of the air and

altitude.

This is also the cause of the Doppler effect– in

which bunched waves at the front appear at a

higher frequency to a stationary observer, and

spread out waves that are behind are observed at

a lower frequency. As long as the source of the

sound keeps moving slower than the speed of

sound itself, this source– say a plane – remains

nested within the sound waves that are travelling

in all directions.

When an aircraft travels at supersonic speed –

meaning faster than sound (>1225 kmph at sea

level) – the field of sound waves moves to the

rear of the craft. A stationary observer thus hears

no sound when a supersonic flight approaches,

since the sound waves are at the rear of the latter.

At such speeds, both newly created as well as old

waves, are forced into a region at the aircraft’s

rear called a ‘Mach cone’, which extends from

the craft and intercepts the Earth in a hyperbola-

shaped curve, and leaves a trail called the ‘boom

carpet’. The loud sound that is heard on the

Earth when this happens is called a ‘sonic boom’.

When such aircraft fly at a low altitude, the

sonic boom can become intense enough to

cause glass to crack or cause health hazards.

Overland supersonic flights have thus been

banned in many countries.

Aishwaryaa N,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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STARFIRE
The stars shall not rock me to sleep ,
For the sky has summoned me ,
To ride off with the clouds ,
For a land beyond the mountains .
The land of my birth is under siege ,
Warplane awaits for the hunter ,
We shall conquer the sky one last time ,
I take off with the roar of her engines ,
A ballad worth millions of bonfires ,
As she rolls and glides past the foes ,
Like a meteor that fell from grace ,
To avenge her fallen comrades ,
As we enclose our prey for glory ,
One last hunt , Before we 
Return to the stars – our origin ,
My beloved Starfire .  

A.M. Shancia Andrew,

II Year,

2018-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering
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“Too much of anything is good for nothing”.

We should have heard this proverb once in our lifetime.

Likewise, too much of space debris i.e. the space junks

are orbiting around the earth. An estimated 100 million

pieces of space debris is orbiting in the earth’s orbit. So,

it’s essential to clear space debris, in order to proceed

future space programs.

WHY REMOVAL IS IMPORTANT?
The space debris, also called as space junk, are artificial

materials that is orbiting earth but is no longer functional.

This material can be as large as a discarded rocket stage

or as small as a microscopic chip of paint. Much of the

debris, is within 2000 km (1200 miles) of earth’s surface;

however, some debris can be found in geostationary

orbit i.e. 35,786 km (22,236 miles) above the equator.

As of 2020, the United States Space Surveillance Network

was tracking more than 14,000 pieces of space debris is

larger than 10 cm (4 inches) across. It is also estimated

that there are about 200,000 pieces between 1 and 10 cm

(0.4 and 4 inches) across and that there could be millions

of pieces smaller than 1 cm. How long a piece of space

debris takes to fall back to earth depends on its altitude.

The amount of space debris in space threatens both

crewed and un-crewed spaceflight. The risk of a

catastrophic collision of a space shuttle with a piece of

space debris was 1 in 300. So the space agencies need to

take a step before proceeding their respective future space

projects.

MEASURES TAKEN:
✓ Burning up all the fuel in a rocket stage, so it does not

explode later or saving enough fuel to deorbit a

satellite at the end of its mission. The British

satellite RemoveDEBRIS, which was launched in

2018 and deployed from the ISS, tested two different

technologies for removing space debris: capture with a

net and capture with a harpoon(spear like instrument).

RemoveDEBRIS also attempted to test a drag sail to

slow down the satellite so that it could re-enter the

atmosphere, but the sail failed to deploy. Satellites in

geostationary orbit that are near the end of their

missions are sometimes moved to a “graveyard” orbit

i.e. 300 km (200 miles) higher.

✓ A little spacecraft could soon make a big contribution

in the fight against space junk. Researchers are

developing a clean-up CubeSat

called OSCaR (Obsolete Spacecraft Capture and

Removal), which would hunt down and de-

orbit debris on the cheap using onboard nets and

tethers.

✓ ClearSpace-1 will be the first space mission to

remove an item of debris from orbit, planned for

launch in 2025. The mission is being procured as a

service contract with a start-up-led commercial

consortium, to help establish a new market for in-orbit

servicing, as well as debris removal.

Therefore, more concentration should be given on

clearing this space debris; otherwise, there will be more

collisions of existing space debris and the collision

between rockets may happen in future.

CONCLUSION:
“The largest garbage dump of our earth” is in the outer

space. If we can able to clear the space debris as soon as

possible, we can continue our space missions more

conveniently. Otherwise, there will be a total weakening

of our telecommunications systems, resulting in total

blackout of our telecommunication; also, satellite

launching will be a challenging factor in future days.

“It always seems impossible until it’s done”. 

So, we will hope for a brighter future without space

debris, by a wonderful idea to minimize it.

Anto Snowfen S,

II Year,

2018-2022 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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It was in the year 2014 when Christopher Nolan’s

space odyssey ``Interstellar’’ was screened. As it

inspired many, it also inspired me. One piece of

technology he dreamed back than was TARS. I

was baffled by the range of tasks it could perform

right from piloting the craft to auto-docking other

ships etc. For those who have watched the movie

would know the important role TARS played in

the movie. Now lets fast forward to 2020. It was

January 22nd when the news of Vyom Mitra hit the

talks nation wide gathering the interests of space

enthusiasts all around the country. When it

reached my ears, I went to the internet and read

about it. I was surprised as on that day the Indian

Space Research Organization (ISRO) brought the

dream of TARS to reality with a humanoid space

faring robot called Vyom Mitra.

I am quite sure all of you would, at some point of

time in life read about `Laika’ the first dog in

space. ISRO, instead of sending such animals into

space they designed Vyom Mitra to be a part of

un-crewed space flight mission aboard Gaganyan,

India’s crew orbital space craft to understand the

weightlessness and radiation effects on human

body in micro gravity. I could not help but admire

the humane nature of our scientists at ISRO,

treating all lives with respect and not risking them

like other nations on the space race.

When it comes to Gaganya’s manned mission, this

piece of technology would be helpful for the crew,

crew, taking care of the environment control

and life support system, handle switch panel

operations and also provide necessary warnings

in both English and Hindi.

I here by conclude by saying, whether fiction

or real, such an amazing piece of technology

such as Vyom Mitra will be an important

driving factor in future space odyssey of not

only India but also for any other major country

of the world.

Click the above image to explore 

more about Vyommitra

Vignesh K,

II Year,

2018-2022 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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Flying - V
Some music enthusiasts may think about guitar after reading this title, but it’s an

airplane. The Flying-V aircraft model is being developed with the collaborations of

TU Delft, Airbus and KLM. The Flying-V is one of the research into making aviation

more sustainable by reducing carbon emissions. The Flying-V is a radically new and

highly energy efficient design for long distances flight. The design is not as long as

A350, but it maintains same wing span and it is compatible with present gates and

runway layouts at airports and accommodates the same number of passengers. It

consumes 20% less fuel than conventional aircrafts due to improved aerodynamic

shape and reduced weight and drag. It doesn’t have separate empennage and -3 deg

angle of attack is attained during approach. It has less inflow surface area compared to

the available volume.

The growing demand for the premium economy segment has led designers to focus on

turning economy segment travel into a pleasurable experience. Generally, fuel is

stored in wings of the aircraft. But, this aircraft’s design integrates the passenger

cabin, the cargo and the fuel tanks in the wings, creating a spectacular V-shape. This

model features four kinds of seating – individual, lounges, group seats and collapsible

beds. Although, the aircraft won’t be available for commercial purposes for the next

20 to 30 years, still the works will be in progress for providing other forms of

propulsion to make it more efficient.

The future looks even more revolutionary.
“Focus on the journey, not the destination.”

Nithya R,

II Year,

2018-2022 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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Spin Launch
What if instead of blasting cargo into space on a rocket, we could fling it into space using a

catapult? That’s the big, possibly crazy, possibly the brilliant idea behind Spin Launch. It was

confidentially implemented in 2014 by Jonathan Yaney. the idea of the spin launch team is to

create a cheaper and sustainable way to get the payload from earth into space without chemical

propellant. Using a catapult tech would side step the heavy fuel and expensive rocket booster.

The basic principle of the Spin Launch is

the usage of the Centrifugal Force in the

most possible useful way

The Team Spin Launch plans to use rotational acceleration method, harnessing angular

momentum to gradually accelerate the vehicle to hypersonic speeds at an incredible rate of

around 3000 m/s (mach 8.76), at vaccum to reduce the drag formed due to shock formation.

The potential challenge could be air resistance upon the cargo when the catapult fires. Earth’s

atmosphere is so dense that it could be like the cargo was hitting a brick wall upon ejection.

Any electronics or other sensitive materials should be engineered to withstand intense G-

forces. This explains the pointy aerodynamic launch vehicle shown in the figure.

Spin Launch is targeting a per launch price of less than $500,000, while all the existing

rocket based companies cost between $5 million and $100 million per launch.

Bharani Dharan K,

II Year,

2018-2022 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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$121,000 CESSNA 152
This is quite possibly the single nicest and most

expensive Cessna 150 the world has ever seen at a

mind-blowing USD $121,000. For context, its rare to

see a 150 priced above about $40-$50K, even with an

upgraded engine and a nice panel.

SO, WHAT MAKES THIS ONE SO

EXTREME??

Well, it appears to be the most perfect 150 you’ll ever

find. It was the fifth 150 produced; it rolled off the

line in 1958, and has flown a total of 3500 hours since

then. According to an older listing, the owner who is

currently selling it had it repainted in 2013 and then

performed a full restoration in 2014. The summer, it

won the “Outstanding in Type” award at Air venture

2014. Photos from that year indicates it had, at that

time already been modified with the tail wheel

conversion and 150hp Lycoming O-320 engine

upgrade.

Whatever the reason, he also spent a fortune on the

panel, removing every last steam gauge and

harmonizing the ever-living hell out of it with a G3X

touch, dual G5s, and a GNX375. It’s sobering to

think that those three main displays together cost

about as much as the airplane. It’s a beautiful panel,

though, I’d love to know how much weight was

saved by ditching the vacuum system and old

instruments.

In the end, you’ve got an airplane that, while

extremely limited in payload, can get into and out of

nearly anu airstrip with ease and that’s in factory-

fresh condition. Its safe to say there is no finer 150

anywhere on the planet. But I think for most, it would

be wiser to spend 2/3 this price on a nice 180hp 170B

that can carry multiple adults and their bags in

comfort.

Sure, it wouldn’t be one that’s been as meticulously

restored, but then again, I suspect the $40K stuffed

into your pocket would make you feel just fine about

that. What do you think – is the $120K price

INSANE or JUSTIFIED??For some unknown reason, the owner then elected to have

it repainted another time, replacing already nice black and

white paint with a swooped red and black scheme. This

seems a bit odd to me, as the existing paint was brand

new and pretty sharp. It makes me winder that motivated

him to spend the additional 20K to repaint it a second

time. Subeetsha B,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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CROSSWORD FUN WITH AVIATION

ACROSS:

1. Ratio of mass flow rates of two streams ?

3. Role of aileron ?

4. In straight-and-level, unaccelerated flight, the sum of  

opposing forces acting on the aircraft is always ?

6. In aircraft propulsion the most widely used engine is?

8. Age to get PPL license ?

12. First man to enter space ?

13. Tail assembly of an aircraft ?

14. Part which give the wing its cambered shape and 

transmit the load from the skin and stringers to the spars ?

17. Wing commander held captive in Pakistan for 60 hours 

after his aircraft was shot down in an aerial dogfight ?

19. UAV bags gold in drone Olympic in Bangalore ?

22. Acute angle between the chord line of the wing and the 

direction of the relative wind is the ?

24. Supersonic passenger aircraft ?

25. An aircraft that is designed to fly without an engine ?

Down:

2. Study or practice of travel through air ?

5. Number which is the ratio of inertial force to viscous 

force ?

7. Airfield at Arakkonam ?

8. Chief director of ISRO during Chandrayan 2 mission ?

9. Lady robot which will accompany astronauts in 

Gaganyan mission ?

10. Shock which is perpendicular to the flow ?

11. Founder of jet airways ?

14. Oldest airline in the world ?

15. Airline invented business class ?

16. The rate at which the temperature decreases with 

increase in altitude ?

18. Largest airport in India situated in ____ ?

20. ____force which is the principle of spin launch ?

21. The landing gear of an aircraft that uses two or more 

tandem wheels connected by a central strut ?

23. Removing the cowl from the fan gives us ?

Subeetsha B,

III Year,

2017-2021 Batch,

Department of Aeronautical Engineering.
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Department Activities

Aero-Modelling Workshop conducted for the 

School Students in the Open Day 2020 on 

04 Jan 2020.

Field work on Real Time data collection from 

UAV for Project on Rice disease detection 

using Image Processing at Traditional Seed 

Conservation Centre(CIKS), Sukkakollai, 

Villupuram District on 01 March 2020.

Glider & Water Rocketry Workshop

conducted for the I Year of  Aero Department 

students (2019-2023 Batch) 

on 24 Feb 2020.

Guest Lecture on Flight Safety by “Ravi R” 

(Former Wing Commander in IAF), Blue Dart 

Aviation, conducted for all the students in Aero 

Department on 06 Jan 2020.

Go to INDEX
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Guest Lectures:
• Guest lecture on “Life at Ford Motors” by Mr. G.

Rajkumar, Ford Automobiles. All the 157 students from

the department have attended on 03 Jan 2020.

• Guest lecture on “Life at Hyundai Motors” by Mr.

Saravanan R, Hyundai Motors. All the 157 students from

the department have attended on 03 Jan 2020.

• Guest lecture on “How to Startup business” by Mr.

Aravindh V, Entrepreneur . All the 157 students from the

department have attended on 03 Jan 2020.

• Guest lecture on “Propulsion and Research Activities at
IIT, Madras” by Dr. K. Jayaraman, Principal Project

Officer, NCCRD, Department of Aerospace Engineering,

IITM . All the 169 students from the department have

attended on 28 Jan 2020.

• Guest lecture on “Job opportunities at Indigo Airlines” by

Ms. Shyleshwari S R, Indigo Airlines. All the 55 students

from the final year of the department have attended on 29

Jan 2020.

• Guest lecture on “Aerospace Strategy and IAF” by Air

Marshal M Matheswaran. All the 207 students from the

department have attended on 19 Feb 2020.

Events:
• AVION’20 National Level Technical Symposium has

conducted by the department with a maximum

participation of 50 students from various colleges on 06

Jan 2020.

• Electric Vehicle Workshop has conducted by the

partnership with Aero & Auto Department with a

maximum participation of 90 students during 08 Jan

2020 to 10 Jan 2020.

• Aero Department participated in Open day organized

by the institute on 04 Jan 2020.

Students Achievements:
• Mr. Praveen Kumar TR and Mr. Vinoth S from IV

Year(2016-2020 Batch) has secured 1st place in the IPC

iQuest’20 by presenting a paper titled, “Monitoring and
diagnosis of paddy disease using UAV” on 28 Feb 2020.

• Mr. Shrinivasan N, Mr. Sivapraksh S & Mr. Srinath B

from II Year (2018-2022 Batch) has secured 3rd place in

the IPC iQuest’20 by presenting a paper titled,”THE
SCRUBDRONE” on 28 Feb 2020.

• Ms. Nithya R, II Year (2018-2022 Batch) has secured the

“Runner Up” position in the State Level Tournament at S.A

Engineering College on 21 & 22, Feb 2020.

• Mr. Kishanth BY, III Year (2017-2021 Batch) has secured

“Gold” in Shot-Put & “Bronze” in Discuss Throw in the State
Level Inter-Collegiate Tournament at VIT Vellore on 13 & 14

Feb 2020.

• Mr. Rohit Sanjay G, I Year (2018-2022 Batch) ) has secured

the “Runner Up” position in the State Level Inter-Collegiate
Tournament at SASTRA University on 07 Feb 2020.

Knock the Lockdown with Webinars:

• Webinar on “Introduction to Rocket Systems Integration”, by

Mr. Venkat Athmanathan, Graduate Research

Assistant, Maurice J. Zucrow Laboratories, Purdue University

on 05 May 2020.

• Webinar on “Unsteady Force Measurements” by Dr.

Nithiyaraj Munuswamy Ph.D. IISc Bangalore, Engineer-ESI

Group, on 07 May 2020.

• Webinar on “Unsteady Force Measurements - Time based
statistics in Fluid Flows” by, Dr. S K Karthick, Post Doctoral

Fellow, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, Technion-Israel

Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel on 15 May 2020.

• Webinar on “Wake Transition and Laminar Separation bubble
on Flow Past an Eppler 61 Airfoil” by, Mr. Jawahar

Sivabharathy, Research Scholar in Department of Aerospace

Engineering, IIT Kanpur on 22 May 2020.

• Webinar on “Experimental Techniques in Aerodynamics –
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) ” by, Mr. Deepak Prem

Ramaswamy, Ph.D. Researcher at RWTH Aachen University,

Germany on 23 May 2020.

• Webinar on “Introduction to Digital Marketing” by, Mr.

Manoj Sharath Nandakishore, Manager-Digital Marketing and

Branding, URBANTOUCH Urban Clothing Co., on 28 May

2020.

• Webinar on “Design and Testing Considerations of Engine
Rigs” by, Ms. Nithiah Srinivasan, Design Engineer, FTT

Deutschland GmbH, Florida Turbine Technologies

Deutschland, Germany on 29 May 2020.
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Brief about Activates carried out by ATRIUM, DEBATING UNION YRC, 

ROTRACT, YUVA 

Title of the activities Organising unit/ 

agency/ collaborating 

agency 

Number of 

teachers 

coordinated in such 

activities 

Number of 

students 

participated in 

such activities 

Covie-19 awarness NSS 1 6 

Mime act NSS 1 6 

Food and Mask Distribution for needy 

during Covid-19 NSS 1 10 

One Plant Movement NSS 1 50 

Kidzrun- Volunteering NSS 1 50 

uzhavarapani at masilamaneeshwarar 

sivan temple NSS 1 50 

uzhavarapani at masilamaneeshwarar 

sivan temple NSS 1 50 

Makkal Eyakkam and NSS REC-Cleaned 

clanal NSS 1 100 

Magizham Voluntary Organization – Tree 

plantin NSS 1 50 

Temple Cleaning NSS 1 50 

Uzhavarapani in Kanchipuram Pavala 

Vanna Perumal temple tank NSS 1 200 

Tree plantation event on 30.09.2018 at 

Mahindra world city Maraimalai nagar NSS 1 250 

First Aid training by AlERT Team on 

11.09.2018 and 12.09.2018, 400 NSS 

Volunteers participated. NSS 1 400 

Temple cleaning activity on 21-09-2018 at 

Maharal village Cheyyar, 50 NSS 

volunteers participated. NSS 1 50 

Energy Conservation rally conducted on 

14.12.18. NSS 1 100 

NSS volunteers participated in prime 

minister talk on Pariksha Pe Charcha 2.0 

live program on 29.01.2019 NSS 1 50 

Seed ball Making on 28-07-2019, Mar 

Gregorios College, West Mogappair, 

Chennai-37. NSS 1 50 

Go to INDEX



Kesava Perumal Temple @ Paagasalai 

Village in Tiruvallur, Perambakkam on 

09-02-2020 NSS 1 50 

Karka Kasadara Rotract 1 13 

preSERVE Rotract 1 10+ 

Kruthangya 4.0 Rotract 3 40+ 

Project IRIS Rotract 1 20+ 

Project Elayne Rotract 1 20 

RYLA Vannam Rotract 2 12 

Urayaadal Aarambam Rotract 1 20 

HOPE VIsit Rotract 1 15+ 

Enle Makkale Rotract 1 20+ 

Open MIC Rotract 1 35 

Traffic Awareness Program YRC 1 103 

DAAN UTSAV YRC 1 15 

Disaster Management Training Program YRC 1 122 

UTHIRA 2K'19 YRC 1 700 

Mega Tree Plantation Drive YRC 1 15 

Arodesh - Webinar on Mental And 

Physical Health YRC 1 101 

Pongal Celebration At Anaikum Karangal YRC 1 14 

Back To School YRC 1 35 

Know the Aid YRC 1 155 

Introduction And Brainstorm session YRC 1 45 
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Activity reports 

ATRIUM 

The Student council of Atrium has played a major role in helping students master the art of 

communication and conquering stage fright. Atrium also helps host other major events and sends it’s 

members for cultural events of our college and other college’s alike. We also represent an interactive 

English and art community. We often do collaborations with other clubs(debate /writing/drama) . On 

an annual basis we host WoW, which is a inter college English and college events. The club and it’s 

council seek to have a close relationship with its members and has been doing so since it started. 

Atrium Reports: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XChZGCyxM2uk22aEVxjhW9VqnwyRTJkq?usp=sharing 

DEBATING 

UNION 

Debating Union organised debates online through Google Meets on 

various occasions to help the students keep their debating skills 

polished and tournament ready. These meetings are two hours long 

and the motions vary from human rights, politics, psychological warfare, 

moral dilemmas to light-hearted fiction controversies. Other than just 

debating meetings, theoretical classes regarding the nuances of 

debating were also conducted. We also conducted comprehensive 

training sessions for the students attending the tournaments. 

Debating Union Reports: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IfsbwAlOG2yFu_5TLVZnTLPyKxaHlYhS?usp=sharing 

ROTRACT 

The Rotaract Club is a global movement of like-minded youngsters, who come together to rid the 

world of its most pressing issues, and have fun whilst doing so. We are, quite literally, defined by our 

actions. 

The Rotaract Club of Rajalakshmi Engineering College was initiated in the year 2011 and is sponsored 

by the Rotary Club of Chennai K. K. Nagar. 

The legacy of the club spans longer than a decade, and includes multiple successful projects. 

Rotaract Club Reports: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mRHG868wxWUiVSVdZ9lz-B5ypsn_-

fgX?usp=sharing 
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YRC 

YRC is a part of Red Cross Society is made up of young people. Young volunteers can make a 

significant contribution to meeting the needs of the most vulnerable people within their local 

communities through Red Cross youth programmeTo make them understand and accept civic 

responsibilities, andact accordingly with humanitarian concern. 

To enable the growth and development of a spirit of service and 

sense of duty with dedication and devotion in the minds of 

youth. 

To foster better friendly relationship with all without any 

discrimination. 

 

Encourage community service through training and education. 

Disseminate the seven fundamental principles of Red Cross and 

Red Crescent movement through activities that encourage the 

Red Cross ideals. 

YUVA 

 

Yi YUVA conceived with the vision to synergize students and their energy for positive action. 

Yi YUVA engages students in SELF-DEVELOPMENT, SKILL BUILDING, COMMUNITY 

SERVICE & NATION BUILDING activities. 

Yi YUVA gives exposure to students in various Yi events/ initiatives so that the students learn to 

conceptualize, plan and execute. 

 

 

Note:- 

The detail activity photo / documents evidence available with the google sheet link below. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mTDqc11qwNeQIcZxHrXjcHey37FGmOQEDWFiH6D0Zis/edi

t#gid=321062969 
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NCC AIR-WING (2016-2020 Batch) 
 

 
 
2016 batch students (from left to right in the above photograph): (1) Dinakaran P (2) Sanjana 
Rao (3) Supriya Gopalan (4) Manivannan B (5) Ashokraj S. (2016-2020 Batch) 
 

S. No Name of the Student Roll Number Batch Certificate Number 

1 Dinakaran P 201614013 2016 TN17SDF961050 

2 Sanjana Rao 201614045 2016 TN17SWF961057 

3 Supriya Gopalan 201614051 2016 TN17SWF961055 

4 Manivannan B 201614024 2016 TN17SDF961049 

5 Ashokraj S. 201614005 2016 TN17SDF961053 
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NATIONAL CADET CORPS 
 

RAJALAKSHMI ENGINEERING COLLEGE 
 

4[TN] NAVAL TECH UNIT NCC 
 

 

FIRST YEAR NOMINAL ROLL 

                       AS ON 14/12/2021 

 

S/NO ENROLLMENT NUMBER RANK NAME 

1 TN 21SDN 928901 NC-II AJAY R R 

2 TN 21SDN 928902 NC-II AKSHATH SINHA J 

3 TN 21SDN 928903 NC-II BRAGADISH K 

4 TN 21SDN 928904 NC-II GOWRISHANKAR S 

5 TN 21SDN 928905 NC-II GURU PRASATH 

6 TN 21SDN 928906 NC-II HARI AMERTHESHN 

7 TN 21SDN 928907 NC-II KISHORE K 

8 TN 21SDN 928908 NC-II MUKESH S 

9 TN 21SDN 928909 NC-II MUNEESWARAN A 

10 TN 21SDN 928910 NC-II MUTHU GANESH S 

11 TN 21SDN 928911 NC-II PRANAV VARMA D 

13 TN 21SDN 928912 NC-II RAKSHITH KUMAR S 

14 TN 21SDN 928913 NC-II RANGA RAJAN D 

15 TN 21SDN 928914 NC-II RISHI BHARATH 

16 TN 21SDN 928915 NC-II RITHWICK V 

17 TN 21SDN 928916 NC-II RITVIK PRASAD M 

18 TN 21SDN 928917 NC-II ROHIT M 

19 TN 21SDN 928918 NC-II SARATH A S 

12 TN 21SDN 928919 NC-II SELVA KUMARAN S 

20 TN 21SDN 928920 NC-II SHARATHKANDHAN B A 

21 TN 21SDN 928921 NC-II SIVA SARAVANA SELVAM R 

22 TN 21SWN 928922 NC-II YAJNESH S 

23 TN 21SWN 928923 NC-II ARUNA DEVI V 

24 TN 21SWN 928924 NC-II ATHIRA PRAMOD 

25 TN 21SWN 928925 NC-II DEJA SHREE S 

26 TN 21SWN 928926 NC-II JAGHATHARANI S 

27 TN 21SWN 928927 NC-II KANNATHAL K 

28 TN 21SWN 928928 NC-II KAVIYA D 

29 TN 21SWN 928929 NC-II MADHU PRIYA S 

30 TN 21SWN 928930 NC-II NANDHITHAA N 

31 TN 21SWN 928931 NC-II SHOBITHAA S 

32 TN 21SWN 928932 NC-II SHRIDHARANI 

33 TN 21SWN 928933 NC-II VANAA BALA D 

34 TN 21SWN 928934 NC-II YASHWANTHINI V 
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